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Lagged cells in alert monkey lateral geniculate nucleus
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Abstract

Five lagged cells were recognized by extracellular recording in the lateral geniculate nucleus of an awake, behaving
macaque monkey. Previous reports of lagged cells were all in the anesthetized cat. Both parvocellular and
magnocellular lagged cells were observed. Response timing was distributed continuously across the population, and
both sustained and transient responses were seen in the magnocellular subpopulation. Corlex thus receives signals with
a wide range of timing, which can mediate direction selectivity across multiple dimensions.
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lntroduction

The thalamus relays much of the information going to the neo-
cortex. Temporal transformation may be one function of the thalamus
(Steriade et al., 1990; Minnery et al., 2003; Winer et al., 2005),
exemplified by the shift in timing produced in the visual thalamus
by lagged cells (Saul, 2008a). About 40Vo of the thalamocortical
relay cells in the cat lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) are lagged
(Mastronarde, 1987a; Humphrey & Weller, 1988a). These small
Guillery class 2 cells (Guillery, 1966; Humphrey & Weller, 19880)

apparently receive their retinal input through a triadic synaptic
arrangement (Famiglietti & Peters, 1972; Mastronarde, 1981b),
effectively providing feed-forward inhibition. Firing in lagged cells
may be dependent on N-methyl-o-aspartate (NMDA) receptors
(Heggelund & Hartveit, 1990; Kwon et a1., 1991). Visual re-

sponses in lagged cells are shifted by about a quafter cycle at low

temporal frequencies, relative to nonlagged cells (Saul & Humphrey,
1990). This shift in timing (note that timing here refers to response
phase relative to stimulus phase; latency is orie aspect of timing,
but it is thought of as how phase varies with temporal frequency)
appears to provide the signals used for cortical direction selec-
tivity at low frequencies (Saul & Humphrey, l992a,b; Saul &
Feidler,2OO2).

A high proportion of neurons in primate LGN receive sub-

sranrial input through triads (Winfield, 1980; Wilson, 1989;
Hamori et al., 1991). However, the ratio of relay cells to retinal af-
ferents is high in cat LGN (Mastronarde, 1992), whereas this ratio
is close to 1 in monkey LGN (Schein & deMonasterio, 1981;
Spear et al., 1994). This lack of divergence suggested that lagged
cells might not exist in monkey LGN. The retina and LGN differ
markedly between cat and monkey, mostly in the parvocellular*
magnocellular distinction that exists in primate (Dreher et al.,19'76;
Sherman et al., 1976; Schiller & Malpeli, 1978). Triads exist in
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both compartments of monkey LGN but are more numerous in

magnocellular layers (Winfield, 1980; Hamori et a1., 1983; Wilson,
1989). If lagged cells are linked to triadic input, one might expect
to record them more often in magnocellular layers. The magno-

cellular pathway has been associated with motion processing,

suggesting that the lagged-nonlagged distinction might be partic-

ular to magnocellular LGN.
Five lagged cells were recorded extracellularly in the LGN of

an awake, fixating macaque. Both parvocellular and magnocel-

lular lagged cells were found. This report describes these cells,

along with nonlagged cells recorded in the same set of experi-

ments. The existence of lagged cells in monkey LGN suggests that
thalamic triads might perform a general function of transforming
timing, providing cortex with a broader range of timing. A variety

of timing can be used to construct direction selectivity (Reichardt,

1959; Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985;

Watson & Ahumada, 1985) and, more generally, specificity for

changes over time along both spatial and nonspatial dimensions.

Materials and methods

The monkey (Macaca mulatta) used in this study was highly
trained in a fixation task. Search coils were sutured to the sclera,

and a head post and recording chamber were implanted in sterile

surgeries under isoflurane anesthesia (Tang et al., 2007). During

fluid-scheduled daily sessions, the monkey worked for water
rewards until satiated. National Institutes of Health and Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee suidelines were followed
in all cases.

Implanted electrodes

Guide tubes were implanted under ketamine/xylazine sedation.
A craniotomy and durotomy permitted an assembly of three

33-gauge stainless steel tubes to be lowered to 3-4 mm above
the dorsal surface of the left LGN. The guide tubes extended 12 mm
above a plastic plate. Collagen and silicone were placed over the
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brain below the plastic, and dental acrylic fixed the assembly to
the surrounding bone. The guide tubes were separated by about
500 pm. Silicone was injected into the guide tubes to prevent any
leakage of fluid. The entire array could be rotated slightly by
removing the acrylic and recementing it at the new angle, enabling
different parts of the LGN to be targeted.

Reitboeck (1983) electrodes were inserted in the guide tubes.
Polyimide tubing attached to the electrode slid over the guide
tube. Any combination of electrodes could be attached to an arma-
ture on a microdrive mounted on the well. After daily recording
sessions, the electrodes were withdrawn into the guide tubes and
left overnight. Depth measurements over many days matched the
expected receptive field locations (Fig. l).

Electrodes were pulled from 40-pm platinum-tungsten fibers
coated with quartz glass (Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany).
The pulled tip was ground on a fine stone to form a pencil-point
of approximately 5 pm length and 3 pm width. Initial impedance
was between 2 and 5 Mf) but varied once in the brain. If an
electrode did not record well, it was removed and a new electrode
inserled in its place. In early experiments, 26 nonlagged cells also
reported here were recorded with similar electrodes that were not
implanted.

Visual stimulation

Each trial started with a waming tone. Dim illumination of a small
red light-emitting diode (LED) signaled the monkey to press and
hold a lever and to look at the LED. Trials lasted 5 s if the monkey
performed correctly, maintaining fixation within 1 deg of the
target and holding the lever until the LED was extinguished, after
which 0.2-1.0 ml of water was delivered as a reward. Data from
the rare broken trials were not used. Typically, 100-200 ml of
water was obtained over hundreds of trials during each daily
session, stopping when the monkey refused to work.

Visual stimuli were presented on a 2I-inch Sony monitor
positioned 114 cm from the monkey's eyes, with a mean lumi-
nance of 15 cdlmz. Stimulus position on the monitor was adjusted
to compensate for eye movements, keeping visual stimuli at the
desired retinal position (Snodderly & Gur, 1995; Gur & Snodd-
erly, 1987; Tang et a1., 2007). The monitor was refreshed at760Hz,
so compensation was not adequate for fast eye movements, but
these were small and infrequent in this monkey (Tang et a1.,2007,
fig. 3, M46 LGN histograms).

Receptive fields were initially plotted by hand on a monitor
that mirrored the stimulus monitor. Occluders were placed in front
of one eye or the other to determine ocular dominance. Bar or
grating stimuli drifted and flashed, varying spatial, temporal, and
chromatic properties to estimate the cell's preferences. Spontaneous
activity was measured over several 5-s trials while the monkey
viewed the fixation point on a uniform screen, usually gray, with
a luminance of 4 cdlm2.

The luminance and/or color of a small spot within the receptive
fleld was modulated in time, in a four-part stepping sequence
(Humphrey & Weller, 1988a) or sinusoidally at a series of tem-
poral frequencies (Saul & Humphrey, 1990). Identical spots were
used for the step and sinewave experiments for comparison, but
for each cell, the spot modulation was chosen to try to optimize
responses. For most P cells, spots were modulated between green
and red on a yellow background. This stimulus was generally
more effective than cone-isolating isoluminant modulations that
were used for a few P cells. For M cells, spots were typically mod-
ulated between white and black on a gray background.
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Noise stimuli were presented in grids ranging from 5 X 5 to 15 X 15,
with each pixel modulated independently of the others. Modulation
could be along a single axis in color space (typically the luminance
axis), across the entire RGB space of the monitor (Horwitz et al.,
2005) or across three pairs of cone-isolating colors (Reid & Shapley,
2002). Temporally, both white and nonwhite ("natural") sequences
were used. White sequences could be Gaussian, binary, or temary.
Natural noise was based on the sequence : xn : 0.6x,- 1 + 0. l5(x,- 1 -

x,-z) + 0.12, where z is a random variable uniformly distributed
between -1 and 1. Contrast was enhanced for the natural noise by
taking a hyperbolic tangent of the raw values.

Analysis of responses

Responses to the four-part spot were analyzed to obtain half-rise
and half-fall latencies for the step with the strongest averaged
firing rate (Humphrey & Weller, 1988a). The spot completed 2.5
cycles during each 5-s trial, and only data from the last 4 s ofeach
trial were used. The sinusoidal data provided measures of latency
and absolute phase (Saul & Humphrey, 1990). These were ob-
tained by plotting mean response phase (averaged over stimulus
cycles) versus temporal frequency. Phase increases almost linearly
with temporal frequency but is slightly concave, reflecting some
low-pass filtering (Saul & Humphrey, 1990, I992a; Saul &
Feidler, 2002; Saul et al., 2005). Linear regression was performed,
weighting by the normalized square root of the amplitude and
the reciprocal ofthe standard error ofthe phase mean (Figs. 38, 6,
and 7E-7H). That is, if amplitudes are A(a) and phase standard
elrors are o(a) for the n temporal frequencies c,.,;, weights are
.,lA(a)l(o(w)2;.,1@@))/n). Standard deviations of the fit parame-
ters are given in the f,gures. Latency is the slope of the line, and
absolute phase is the intercept. In this report, absolute phase
values for ON and OFF cells have been normalized by shifting
values for OFF-center cells by a half-cycle. Absolute phase values
near -0.25 c correspond to transient nonlagged responses. Values
just less than 0 c mean sustained nonlagged responses. Sustained
Iagged cells have absolute phase values just greater than 0 c, and
transient lagged cells have absolute phase values approaching 0.25 c.

From the temporal modulation transfer function obtained from
the sinusoidally modulated spot, predictions wete derived for the
four-part spot responses (Saul & Humphrey, 1990). The stepping
stimulus was decomposed into its sinusoidal components, and the
response to each of these was estimated from the measured re-
sponses and summed. These stimulus components have contrasts
that fall as the reciprocal oftheir frequencies, and amplitudes were
simply scaled by these contrasts. These estimates do not capture
response amplitudes well, especially at high frequencies because
of the scaling with contrast, but do predict timing. The raw es-
timate was scaled and shifted in amplitude, and halfwave rectified,
to provide the least squares flt to the actual response to the four-
part spot (Figs. 2, 6, and 7). This fltting procedure did not alter
t iming but only ampli tude.

The noise data were analyzed by performing correlations be-
tween the stimulus at each position and the response using wavelet
transforms (Saul, 2008b). Spatiotemporal maps were computed,
showing the impulse response function at each position for each
color component of the stimulus. Latency and absolute phase were
derived by linear regression on the phase versus frequency results
as described for the spot data (Saul et a1., 2005).

Cone-isolating directions were established by measuring the
monitor's spectral energy with a Spectrascan specffophotometer
(Photo Research, Chatsworth, CA) as a function of R, G, and B
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values. Cone weights were obtained by multiplying with cone
fundamentals (Stockman & Sharpe, 2000). Three pairs of colors
that modulated one cone type but barely modulated the other two
were determined by methods similar to those of Conway (2001).

Results

Reconstruction of chronic recordings

Daily recordings were made for several weeks from each implant
position. The eye dominance changes as a function of electrode
depth permitted laminar assignments with high confidence. When
a neuron was found, it was tested by hand. Typically, the receptive
fleld was plotted, and eye dominance and color preferences were
noted. Detailed computer-controlled testing was not completed on
all cells, but the subjective information helped establish recording
sites. Parvocellular (P) neurons are found in the dorsal layers 3-6
and magnocellular (M) neurons in ventral layers l-2. For this
investigation, P cells had L-M cone opponency, whereas M cells
were nonopponent and had higher luminance contrast sensitivity.

Fig. 1 shows reconstructions of two implant locations. During
a period of about 6 weeks, the implant targeted lateral LGN
(Fig. 1A). From day to day, small errors can accumulate from inad-
vertent electrode movements, but these seemed to be minimized in
this example. Most penetrations ended fairly superficially because
of lengthy testing of encountered cells, but we intentionally made
three deeper penetrations. No magnocellular neurons were re-
corded, based on color opponency and the sequence of eye dom-
inance. The receptive field locations were about 5 deg out near the
horizontal meridian. These physiological findings are consistent
with the lateral location for the penetrations indicated on the inset.

The implant used for the data in Fig. 1,{ had three guide tubes,
and five different electrodes were used for these cells. The dis-
tance between the guide tubes was about 500 pm, and additional
scatter was generated as the electrodes advanced below the guide
tubes. Although most of the results are self-consistent, occasional
oddballs occurred, such as the penetration that seemed to start in
layer 6, then picked up a cell in layer 5 or 3, but thenjumped down
in the field (from about 0 to -3 deg). On the other hand, the
contralateral P cell at the end of the penetration with the highest
elevations can be explained as a layer 4 cell, as the layer 3-4
border turns toward medial in the ventrolateral LGN.

After the recordings in Fig. 14. were completed, the array was
rotated by pivoting around a point near the brain surface. For the
next several weeks, recordings were obtained from the ventral
layers (Fig. 1B). These data are more difficult to sort out because
of the higher curvature of the ventral LGN. It appears, based on
receptive field locations, eye dominance, and color opponency,
that these cells were in layers I -4. Cells in layers 5 and 6 were not
picked up, despite presumably passing through these layers, sug-
gesting that they may have been damaged. The lateral penetrations
are consistent with the medial penetrations when all dimensions
are considered. The biggest discrepancy is the contralateral P cell
recorded in what should have been layer 2 or 3. That was the only
unit found on this penetration, however.

Establishing the layer 2-3 border is the only major difficulty
with these reconstructions. The absence of an eye dominance
change means that we must rely on the chromatic measurements.
In no case did I record a sequence of P cells deeper than the first
M cell, however, and the scatter seen in the f,gure is presumably
due in small part to errors in depth readings from day to day and
largely to the curvature in three dimensions.
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Cell types and proportions

Recordings were made from 106 neurons, of which 73 were classified
as P and 27 as M. Six cells were classified as K (koniocellular)
based solely on their responses to short-wavelength (S) cone
modulations (Dacey & Lee, 1994; Martin et al., 1997; Hendry &
Reid, 2000; Szmajda et al.,2006). Categorization as M or P was
clear in almost every case based on laminar position and chro-
matic and luminance contrast responses, as in the examples given
in Fig. 1. Of the cel1s recorded with the electrodes that were not
implanted, 17 were classified as P and 9 as M based solely on the
sequence of eye dominance and color selectivity.

Of these 106 neurons, only 5 were lagged (Table 1). This low
proportion of lagged cells is likely due to electrode sampling bias.
The five lagged cells were recorded with 3 of the 17 electrodes
used to record the entire sample. These three electrodes had im-
pedances in the brain ranging from 6 to 11 Mf) on days when
lagged cells were recorded, whereas the other electrodes, as well
as these electrodes on some other days, had impedances below 5 MQ.
Tip sizes of the electrodes that recorded lagged cells were all less
than4 ptm in length. For these three electrodes, H31 sampled two
lagged cells and five nonlagged cells, H35 sampled two lagged
cells and six nonlagged cells, and K2 sampled one lagged cell and
four nonlagged cells. Although the sample is too small to estimate
the actual proporlion of lagged cells in monkey LGN, extrapolating
from these few cells suggests that it ought to be at least as high
as the sampling rate of these three relatively unbiased electrodes

li.e., 5 (25Va) of 20 cellsl. The proportions of lagged and non-
lagged cells also depend on the criteria used for their classifica-
tion: lagged cells in this report all had absolute phase lags, as
described below.

Four of the lagged cells are indicated by the circled points in
Fig. 1. The fifth lagged cell was recorded from another implant
location a year later than the data given in Fig. lB.

Lag g e d c e ll c harac te ristic s

Lagged cells in cat were distinguished from nonlagged cells based
on numerous differences, including antidromic latencies from
cortex and cross-corelations with their retinal afferents (Mastro-

narde, 1987&), Iatencies to drifting and flashing stimuli (Mastro-

narde, 1987a; Humphrey & Weller, 1988a; Heggelund & Hartveit,
1990; Saul & Humphrey, 1990), soma size and dendritic mor-
phology (Humphrey & Weller, 1988e), latency and absolute phase
(Saul & Humphrey, 1990), and dominant secondary phases in the
impulse response function (Saul & Humphrey, 1990; Cai et al.,
1997; Wolfe & Palmer, 1998; Alonso et a1., 2001). In the present
study, lagged cells showed responses to flashed stimuli like those
seen in cats. Absolute phase lags were used as the def,ning cri-
terion, but other features were consistent with this identification.

The best example of a lagged cell is the P cell illustrated in Fig. 2.
This layer 5 L*-M (excited by increments in the long-wavelength
(L) cone direction and decrements in the medium-wavelength (M)
cone direction; Fig. 4) neuron had a small receptive field centered
at about (+6, -3 deg). The action potential was one ofthe largest
recorded in these experiments (Fig. 28) and was stable throughout
the 2 h of testing. Such a large spike suggests that the high
impedance of the electrode required the tip to sit close to the cell's
membrane. Spontaneous activity was high, 22 + | impulses per
second (ips) measured on a gray background. Responses to
opposite directions of a bar sweeping across the receptive field
showed a characteristic delay (Mastronarde, 1987a). Responses to
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Fig. 1. Reconstructions. For two implant locations, all cells for which receptive field locations were obtained are shown (most of these

cells were not tested sufficiently for the main results in the article). The vertical axis plots microdrive depth readings, relative to an

arbitrary point near the.end of the guide tube. The horizontal axis is the receptive field elevation. Receptive field azimuths varied less

than elevation, especially for the data in (A) where they were between 3.2 and 8.3 deg, though plotting and rotating the data in three

dimensions clarify the organization. Azimuths in (B) varied between 5.3 and 13 deg. Eye dominance is specified by colors: red for

contralatera.l and purple for ipsilateral..Some cells were not tested separately for each eye and are plotted ingreen. Lines join symbols

for ce1ls recorded in the same penetration. Lagged cells are circled. The insets show a coronafmap (Malpeli & Baker, 1975), with red

lines indicating the approximaie locations of the penetrations, which covered a volume around these lines over several weeks. In (A),

all the cells were P or K. In (B), the classiflcation of each ce1l as P, K, or M is indicated. Numbers are placed to suggest laminar

locations, but boundaries actually are cutved surfaces in the three-dimensional neuropil. The contralateral cell with the highest

elevation in (A) was presumably recorded when the electrode reentered layer 4 laterally and ventrally.
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Monkey lagged cells

Table 1. Lagged cells*

Type Layer Electrode Impedance (M0) RF coordinates (deg)

(+6.6, 0.0)
(+5.7, 3.3)
r '+Q 5 -? 5)

(+10.8, -4.0)
(+2.5, -1.0)

*Cel1 type, layer, the electrode and its impedance on the day the cell was
recorded, and the horizontal and vertical distance of the RF from the
fixation point are listed for the five lagged cel1s. Rfl receptive field.

the four-part spot are shown in Fig. 24. The spot was modulated
between green, yellow, and red colors, so both luminance and
chrominance varied with time. Firing was evoked primarily by the
red spot. However, the initial response to the red spot (after 1.0 s in

this graph) was inhibitory. Fig. 2C shows this inhibitory dip on
a finer time scale. Activity was abolished at the trough of the
inhibitory dip, which had a latency of 30 ms and lasted 20 ms. The
cell then fired at a higher rate during the remainder of this step,
culminating in the anomalous offset discharge after 1.5 s. Because
of the inhibitory dip and anomalous offset discharge, latencies
were longer than those seen in nonlagged cells (Fig. 5A): half-rise
latency was 78 ms and half-fall latency 62 ms.
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The spot was also modulated in time sinusoidally at a series

of temporal frequencies, again between green and red passing

through yellow. The averaged response histograms for these
stimuli are illustrated in Fig. 3,A.. The phases (3B) and amplitudes
(3C) derived from the histograms are shown. The temporal
frequency axis is scaled linearly in (B) and logarithmically in C.
Responses were poor at low frequencies (3A and 3C). The re-
sponse lagged the stimulus except at 0.2H2 (38). With increasing
frequency, responses occur later in the cycle due to latency. The

line fit to the phase data, which fits the data points well at high but
not low frequencies because it is weighted by the square root of

the amplitudes divided by the standard errors of the phase means,
provides measures of timing: absolute phase (the intercept at
0 Hz) and latency (the slope). For this cell, absolute phase was
0.14 -r 0.01 c and latency 49 -r 0.5 ms. Nonlagged cells have
negative absolute phase values (Fig. 5B). The cell was tuned to
high frequencies (as are many P cells: Spear et a1.,1994; Hawken

et aI., 1996; O'Keefe et a1., 1998; Levitt et al., 2001), with an

optimal frequency of 19 Hz and an extrapolated resolution (point

on the best-fit difference-of-Gaussians curve at l\Vo of peak

amplitude) of 60 Hz. The sharpness of the features in the step re-
sponse (Fig. 24) matches this tuning to high frequencies. More
importantly, the timing of the step response matches the timing in-
dicated by the absolute phase value (blue curve in Fig. 2A). This
prediction of the step response from the sinusoidal responses is

o
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Fig. 2. Lagged P cell responses to flashing spot. (A) A smal1 spot centered in the receptive field had its color modulated in a four-step

cycle as shown, green-ye11ow-red-yellow The histogram shows when spikes occurred during this cycle over 100 repetitions. The blue

trace is the prediction of the step response based on the sinusoidal responses shown in Fig. 3. (B) The 184 action potentials from

a single trial are illustrated. (C) The region around the inhibitory dip is expanded.
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excellent in terms of timing but poor for amplitude due to
nonlinearities (Saul & Humphrey, 1990).

Noise stimuli modulated uniformly across the monitor's RGB
space were presented to this cell as well. For the off-line
analyses, the stimuli were transformed into their values along
the cone-isolating L, M, and S directions. The LMS spatial maps
at the time where the strongest response was observed (37.5 ms)
are shown in Fig. 44. The L and M maps were opponent, L* and
M in the center. This confirms the P-cell identification (optimal
spatial frequency was 1.6 cpd; data not shown). For the pixel with
the strongest responses, the impulse response functions are
illustrated in Fig. 4B. The L and M profiles are approximately
out of phase with each other, and the S profile is much weaker.
The key result is that the second phase of these impulse responses
is stronger than the first phase, a sign of a lagged response (Saul
& Humphrey, 1990). Latency and absolute phase values derived
from the L-cone response were 32 ms and 0.14 c, consistent with the
sinusoidal results. Shorter latencies are typically observed with
broadband stimuli compared to narrowband stimuli (Reid et a1.,
1992; Saul, unpublished).

Of interest is the precise timing relationship between the
opponent responses. Are the L- and M-cone impulse responses
exactly a half-cycle out of phase? For the example in Fig. 4, the
M-cone timing is more transient than the L-cone profile. That is,
the secondary phase is more similar to the primary phase. Ab-
solute phase for the M-cone response was 0.19 c, corresponding to
a transient lagged response. Note that although the first phase of
the M-cone impulse response looks almost as large as the sec-
ondary response, its latency is shorter than what is observed in
LGN P cells and instead reflects early OFF inhibition, just as the
first phase of the L-cone response reflects early ON inhibition.
Whether or not the difference between the timings of the isolated
cone inputs is inherited from the retinal inputs or depends on
intrageniculate processing is a question for future work. Addition-
ally, the M-cone input has a larger spatial extent than the L-cone
input, and so the full description of the receptive field requires
a careful spatial, temporal, and chromatic analysis that is beyond
the scope of this report. Lagged responses did not appear to mix
with nonlagged responses within receptive fields for the small
sample studied here.

Population results

Half-rise and half-fall latencies were obtain;d from four-part
flashing spot experiments in 95 cells (Fig. 5A). Most cells had
half-rise latencies less than 50 ms, but the lagged cells, as well as
a few nonlagged cells, fell outside this mark. Half-fall latencies
could be computed for 92 of these cells (the other 3 had insuf-
ficient firing at offset and are set to 10 ms). The lagged cells had
longer half-fall latencies than almost all the nonlagged cells.
Across these two dimensions of half-rise and half-fall latencies,
one lagged M cell fell within the range of nonlagged cells but was
outside the range of the nonlagged M cells. The lagged P cell
shown in Figs. 2 to 4 was tested twice, and the two points are
shown in this graph to illustrate the repeatability of these mea-
surements. As in cats (Mastronarde, 1987a; Humphrey & Weller,
1988a; Saul & Humphrey, 1990; Haftveit & Heggelund, 1992;
Wolfe & Palmer, 1998), these latencies might provide a means to
distinguish lagged and nonlagged cells, but the distribution is
continuous and only weakly bimodal.

The distinction between lagged and nonlagged cells was made
here based on the absolute phase values (Fig. 5B). All the lagged
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Fig. 3. Lagged P cell responses to sinusoidally modulated spot. (A)

Histograms compiled from responses to sinusoidally moduiated spots are
displayed for temporal frequencies from 0.2 to 32 Hz. The blue calibration
bar in the upper right gives the firing rate scale. (B) Phase values, in cycles,
are plotted against temporal frequency for the responses shown in (A). The
blue trace is the regression line. (C) Amplitudes of the responses in (A) are
shown. Error bars in (B and C) represent standard errors.

cells had absolute phase lags, whereas all the nonlagged cells had

absolute phase leads. The center signs of the nonlagged cells

with absolute phase values less than 0.25 c were known, and it

was clear that these cells were highly transient and not lagged.
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This graph makes three important points. First, the distribution is
not bimodal, as many nonlagged cells have absolute phase near 0.
Second, Iatencies of lagged and nonlagged cells are similar. Third,
both M and P cells can be sustained (absolute phase near 0). These
points are discussed below.

An automatic far-point clustering algorithm (FPClustering in
Igor Pro 6.1, based on GonzaIez, 1985) was applied to the four
parameters shown in Fig. 5. The ranges of these parameters were
normalized to span the range [0,1], and a maximum of two
clusters was specified. The resulting clusters were centered at
HR : 40, FIF : 36, I : 4, po: -0.08, and at HR : 68, HF : 87,
L : 55, ps : 0.05. Four cells were placed in the second of these
clusters, including three of the lagged cells and a very sustained,
long-latency P cell (illustrated in Fig. 7A and 7E). The transient
lagged cells illustrated in Fig. 68, 6C, 6R and 6G were not
included in the second cluster. Scaling the three latency param-
eters logarithmically resulted in a second cluster with eight cells,
including all the lagged cells and three nonlagged cells with
highly sustained absolute phase values (-0.022, -0.043, and
-0.006 c) and long latencies. Clustering just the half-rise and
absolute phase parameters produced a second cluster with the five
lagged cells plus the P cell shown in Fig. 7A and 7F,. These results
suggest that the lagged and nonlagged classes can be defined
automatically but require careful choices of parameters. As de-
scribed previously (Mastronarde, 1987a; Humphrey & Weller,
1988a), these cell groups are modes in continuous distributions in
mult idimensional spaces.

Both lagged and nonlagged cells comprise a wide range of
timing, each ranging from sustained to transient responses. Ex-
amples of the four-part flash and sinusoidally modulated spot re-
sponses are shown in Fig. 6 for the other four lagged cells, and in
Fig. 7 for four nonlagged cells. The left panels show the response
histograms for the four-part flash, with the colors of the spot
indicated along the time axis. The right panels show the phase
(black) and amplitude (green) ofthe responses to the sinusoidally
modulated spots, with the regression line on the phase data in blue.
The lagged cells in Fig. 64. and 6D are relatively sustained,
whereas those in (68 and 6C) are more transient. Similarly,
the nonlagged M cell in Fig. 7C is transient, but the other
nonlagged cells are more sustained. The lagged cell in Fig. 6C
was clearly OFF center, as its responses to slowly modulated spots
arose during the dark phase. In all these cases, the predictions
from the sinusoidally modulated stimulus (blu"e traces in A-D)
provide good matches to the timing of the actual responses. The
narrow peaks are poorly fit because they depend on responses at
high frequencies that tend to be ignored by the model underlying
these predictions, where amplitudes are scaled by the reciprocal of
frequency. Comparing the responses in Fig. 6B and 6C, note that
the absolute phase values are similar, and firing occurs at the same
times, but because of different amplitude tunings, the responses of
the M cell in C occur in sharper transients, and the slow
modulations that are seen in the P cell in B are missing. The
cells in Fig.6A and 6D and7A,7B, and 7D all have similar
absolute phase values. These cells have sustained responses, but
the small differences in the phase behavior measured with
sinusoidal stimuli show up in the flashed spot responses. For
instance, Fig. 6D has longer latencies and a stronger anomalous
offset discharge than Fig. 7A. Small changes in absolute phase
cause obvious changes in the predictions of the four-part spot
responses, illustrating the quality of the matches between the
predictions and the actual data. In particular, positive absolute
phase values are associated with inhibitory dips and anomalous

-0.2

-4.4 -o_2 0.0 0.2
Position i")

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.24
Time (s)

Fig, 4. Noise maps. The lagged P cell from Figs. 2 and 3 was tested with
dense noise in a 14 x 14 grid of pixels. Colors were set, independently over
space, every 12.5 ms, to a random value chosen uniformly from the RGB
space of the monitor. The kemels shown were transformed from RGB to
cone space and represent long- (red), medium- (green), and short- (blue)

wavelength cone input to the cell. The spatial maps in (A) are slices of the
spatiotemporal kernel at the peak time of 37 ms. Each map was normalized
separately, and the S-cone map in parlicular is much weaker than the L-cone
map. Brighter colors are ON responses. The impulse response functions in
(B) were taken at the pixel with the strongest peak response (-0.12, 0.04
deg). The vertical scale has units of spikes per second per firll cone contrast.
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offset discharges in the flash responses, whereas negative absolute
phase values lead to onset transients and offset inhibition.

Discussion

Primate LGN

Lagged cells have previously been described in cats (Mastro-

narde, !987a,b; Humphrey & Weller, 1988a,b; Heggelund &
Hartveit, 1990; Saul & Humphrey, 1990; Mastronarde et al., l99l:'
Kwon et al., 199I, 1992;Hartveit, 1992; Humphrey & Saul, 1992;
Hartveit & Heggelund, 1993; Wang et al., 1994, 1996; Lu et al.,
7995; Cai et al., 1997; Wolfe & Palmer, 1998; Humphrey &
Murthy, 1999; Alonso et al., 2007:' Saul & Feidler, 2002). They
had not been observed in other species. Previous work was in anes-
thetized cats, and this study shows that lagged cells can be recorded
in awake monkey.

The prediction that lagged cells would not exist in monkey
LGN because of the lack of divergence from the retina did not
hold. Cat LGN diversifies its retinal input across several dimen-
sions (Mastronarde, 1992). One possibility is that monkey LGN
amplifies its input on a subset of these dimensions and that one of
them includes the timing changes indicated by the existence of
lagged cells.

Given that lagged cells are associated with input through
triads, it is not surprising to f,nd them in monkey LGN, which
contains numerous triads (Winfield, 1980; Wilson, 1989; Hamori
et a1., 1991). However, lagged cells may receive all their input
through triads, and more work is needed to determine how fre-
quently that occurs in monkey LGN. Triads are especially com-
mon in magnocellular LGN but are found in the parvocellular
layers as well, and lagged P cells were found.

Timing varies not only across the lagged-nonlagged distinction
but also across the sustained-transient distinction in both lagged
and nonlagged cells. Sustained nonlagged and lagged cells have
very similar timing, and there may be no discrete division between
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these cells. Sustained nonlagged cells could, for instance, receive
some but not all their input through triads. In cats, lagged cells
depend completely or dominantly on excitatory input through
NMDA receptors, whereas nonlagged cells have both NMDA and
non-NMDA receptors (Hartveit & Heggelund, 1990; Heggelund &
Hartveit, 1990; Kwon et al., 1991). A continuum of receptor pro-
portions could exist, perhaps correlated with the proportion of
input through triads. A recent study (Augustinaite & Heggelund, 2007)
suggests that a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic
acid (AMPA) receptors contribute relatively little to firing in
LGN cells. Further work is needed to develop a detailed model for
the biophysical and synaptic mechanisms underlying the visual
responses observed in LGN. The rodent slice preparation (Blitz &
Regehr, 2005) seems best suited to these investigations, and de-
termination of whether lagged cells exist in rat LGN in vivo
remains an important step.

These mechanisms that affect timing seem to apply to both
M and P cells. Many studies have argued that M and P cells
differ in their temporal response properties (Dreher et al., 1976;
Marrocco, 1976; Sherman et al., 19'16; DeValois et al., 2000; Reid
& Shapley, 2002). Other laboratories have refuted that idea,
however (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982; Blakemore & Vital-Durand,

1986; Levitt et a1., 2001; Xu et al., 2001), showing that P cells are
uniformly sustained but that the M population contains both
transient and sustained neurons. The results here are consistent
with diversity in magnocellular LGN. Although M cells can be
larger than any P cells, most M cells have soma sizes within the
range of P cells (Norden & Kaas, 1978; Montero & Zempel, 1986;
Liu & Wong-Riley, 1990; Ahmad & Spear, 1993; Weber et al.,
2000). I speculate that the many small M cells are more sustained
and include the lagged cells (Humphrey & Weller, 1988b). Given
that nonlagged P cells have similar timing, the wider range of
absolute phase values in the three lagged P cells might indicate
that the mechanisms underlying lagged cells, presumably the pro-
portion of ffiadic input and NMDA receptors, can vary continu-
ously.
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Fig. 5. Timing in alet monkey LGN. (A) Half-fall versus half-rise latencies were measured from the four-paft spot experiments for

96 cells. Three cells for which firing was insufficient at offset had their half-fall latencies set to 10 ms. Two independent measurements

are shown for the lagged cell from Fig. 2. (B) Latency versus absolute phase were derived from sinusoidal luminance modulation for

79 cells. P, K, and M cells are labeled and colored differently. The five lagged cells are circled.
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P cells are excited by increases along one cone direction as
well as by decreases along another cone direction. All three lagged
P cells had L*-M organization, but the sample size is too small
to extrapolate. The lagged P cells showed similar, though not
identical, timing in each cone direction but with opposite signs
and probably with different spatial organizations (Reid & Shapley,
2002). In analogy with lagged cells in cat, a lagged P cell may
receive excitatory input from a dominant retinal P cell. This input
could be transformed by triadic inhibition. However, further work is
needed to determine whether the transformation is balanced in color

0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0
Temporal frequency (Hz)

space. This could be relevant to the contributions of chrominance and
luminance to motion perception at isoluminance (Mullen et al., 2003).

Implications for cortex

In cat LGN, lagged and nonlagged cells were distinguished by

measuring latency and absolute phase (Saul & Humphrey, 1990).

Latencies of cells with absolute phase lags (lagged cells) tended

to be longer than those of cells with absolute phase leads (non-

lagged cells). The covariation of these two parameters is useful for
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shown for the cells in (A-D). Error bars are standard enors. Blue line is the best fit to the phase data, weighted by the square root of the

amplitude and the reciprocal of the phase standard errors. Z is the latency (slope) and p0 is absolute phase (intercept), normalized to the

interval -0.25 to 0.25 c. Standard deviations of these fitted parameters are given.
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A ,oo

identifying cortical signs of lagged and nonlagged inputs (Saul &
Humphrey, 1992a). The latency difference leads to a characteristic
dependence of direction selectivity on temporal frequency (Saul &
Humphrey, 1992b). From the limited sample of lagged cells
recorded in monkey LGN, along with cortical recordings (Saul

& Humphrey, unpublished) showing that (1) timing in Vl is
distributed much like that seen here for LGN (e.g., fig. 11 in Saul
et al., 2005) and (2) direction selectivity does not vary with
temporal frequency in monkey Vl, it appears that latency does not
vary across lagged and nonlagged cells. This could be due to
different synaptic mechanisms in LGN or to differences in retinal
inputs between cat and monkey.

Timing differences between lagged and nonlagged cells may
provide cortical cells with the substrate for direction selectivity
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(Saul & Humphrey, l992a,b; Saul & Feidler,2O02). In monkeys,
direction selectivity has been associated with the M pathway
(Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Schiller et al., 1990). Many studies
of monkey LGN have found that M cells are uniformly transient.
If that were the case, they would not by themselves deliver a range
of timing to cortical cells sufficient for direction selectivity.
DeValois et al. (2000) argued that P cells, with their sustained
timing, combined with M cells to generate direction selectivity.
However, Saul et al. (2005) found that (1) cells in macaque Vl
were direction selective at low contrasts where P inputs would not
be expected to contribute; (2) direction selectivity is found in layer
4Ca, which is dominated by M inputs; and (3) 4Ca cells dis-
played a range of timing. Those data suggested that the M path-
way contains not just transient timing but sustained timing as well.

L=61+0.8 ms, qs=-Q.Ql+Q.QQ/ 6

L-,y',O-o.7 ms, q6=-0.06r0.012 c
HR=32 ms, HF=33 ms

L=52j]n.4 ms, qo=-0.22+0.005 cHR=34 ms, HF=32 ms

L=37t0.6 ms, q6--0.06+0.008 c
HR=36 ms, HF=31 ms
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Magnocellular LGN does contain such a range of timing, as seen
previously and confirmed by the present work.

Although direction-selective cells are rarely observed in the
parvocellular input layer 4CB, the P pathway does include
direction selectivity (Malpeli et al., 1981; Merigan et al., 1991;
Ferrera et a1., 19941' Gur & Snodderly, 2007). Direction selectivity
can be seen for red-green equiluminant stimuli, and at low speeds,
meaning over small spatial extents/high spatial frequencies (Mul-
Ien & Baker, 1985; Gegenfurtner & Hawken, 1995; Ruppertsberg
et al., 2003; cf. Mullen et al., 2003). The results given above
indicate that lagged and nonlagged P cells might provide some of
the timing differences needed for motion processing in the ventral
pathway. I emphasize, though, that direction selectivity for lumi-
nance or color changes across space is one case of the general
phenomenon of directionality for changes in any dimension over
time, and timing differences are required for most other functions
in addition to standard direction selectivitv.

Classifications of LGN cells

Responses fall across a continuum, so is it appropriate to call some
cells Iagged and others nonlagged? This question was previously
considered in detail by Mastronarde (1981a, 1992) and Humphrey
and Weller (1988a), as well as in subsequent studies. It was
emphasized that clustering is clearer when more than one variable
is considered. In cats, lagged and nonlagged cells are distin-
guished by examining both latency and absolute phase (Saul &
Humphrey, 1990). This is less true in monkey (Fig. 58) because
Iatencies are similar for both groups. For cats, classification was
delined based on latencies to step stimuli, however, and for the
small sample here, these latencies appear to be useful (Fig. 5A). It
may be important to distinguish M and P cells to obtain reliable
criteria that separate lagged and nonlagged cells in each group.
For this preliminary study, lagged cells were defined based only on
the absolute phase value.

Cells on each side ofthe borders defining the lagged-nonlagged
division, that is, with absolute phase values near either 0 or +0.25 c,
have similar timing. Yet some are called lagged and others non-
lagged. Absolute phase values near -0.125 c are clearly non-
lagged, and those near +0.125 c are clearly lagged, but this single
measurement does not suflice in general. However, the absolute
phase values are consistent with the results from step and noise
stimuli. The lagged cells seen here all showed inhibitory dips
and/or anomalous offset discharges in response to the four-part
flashing spot stimulus, and impulse response profiles with stronger
secondary phases. Comparing the values given in Fig. 6 with the
points in Fig. 5 will demonstrate that these cells are distinguished
from the nonlagged cells when all the data (i.e., in both panels of
Fig. 5) are combined. Although transient lagged and nonlagged
cells such as those shown in Figs. 6 and 7C have similar timing,
their responses are derived in very different ways. Transient non-
lagged cells have strong late inhibition, whereas transient lagged
cells have strong early inhibition. In order to properly categorize
cells as lagged or nonlagged, one ideally needs to understand the
sources of excitation and inhibition. As noted above, for sustained
lagged and nonlagged cells, the mechanisms are instead similar, and
the difference is a question ofdegree. Overall, the suggestion is that
there are distinct mechanisms, involving different retinal inputs as
well as triadic inhibition and glutamate receptor distributions, which
vary across the LGN cell population. Lagged cells are dominated by
triadic inhibition and excitation through NMDA receptors, whereas
nonlagged cells have less triadic inhibition and input through
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AMPA receptors, but the distribution of these properties is con-
tinuous, and not all cells can be put into discrete categories.

Electrode sampling

The lack of recognition of lagged cells in previous studies could
involve rejection ofresponses that appeared odd, but is primarily
due to electrode sampling bias. All extracellular electrodes are
biased toward larger cells because the extracellular currents
generated by the larger neuronal volume swamp the smaller
currents generated by smaller cells. As the electrode tip becomes
smaller and the impedance higher, the volume around the tip
within which culTents can be recorded shrinks. Such an electrode
only records from cells when near the membrane and does better
at picking up signals from the many smaller cells even in the
presence of the few nearby larger cells (Towe & Harding, 1970;
Stone. 1973).

In the present experiments, most electrodes never picked up
lagged cells, leading to the small sample size. This is consistent
with the experience of several laboratories in cat LGN, where
either most Levick electrodes (Mastronarde, 7987a; Heggelund
& Hartveit, 1990; Wolfe & Palmer, 1998) or low impedance
(<20 MCI) glass pipettes (Humphrey & Weller, 1988a; Saul &
Humphrey, 1990; Saul & Feidler, 2002) falled to record lagged
cells. The electrodes that did record the five lagged cells were
manufactured in the same way as those that did not record from
any lagged cells but had small tips and high impedance once in the
brain, perhaps due in part to tissue coating the tips. It was never
clear how to best manufacture electrodes that pick up small cells.

Conclusions

Lagged cells exist in both parvocellular and magnocellular layers
of monkey LGN. These findings in alert, behaving monkeys are
similar to previous observations in anesthetized cats. The main
differences are that integration times are similar to those of
nonlagged cells, temporal tuning is higher in monkeys, and lagged
P cells present a novel situation because of chromatic opponency,
which does not exist in cat. The incidence of lagged cells in this
study is artificially low because of electrode sampling bias and
needs to be investigated carefully with less biased recordings.
The projections of these cells to cortex also should be traced,
especially in the case of the P cells. Finally, generalization of these
results to other thalamic nuclei (Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 1985; Kuroda
etal.,1993; Ralston and Ralston, 7994iBalercia et al., 1996; Sato
et al., 1996) and other species may show that temporal transfor-
mation is a common function of thalamus. If mediodorsal thalamus
contains neurons that shift their input by about a quarter cycle, pre-
frontal cortex might use the range oftiming provided to sequence
behavior appropriately over long periods of time.
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